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Upcoming Week Gold Movement:
In this week Gold took support weekly major level & bounce back, while
upside took resistance last week high 25725 & also took resistance trend line.
For next week support for the index lies in the zone of 29275-29100. If the
index manages to break this support, then we can see the index drifting lower.
If the index breaks below these levels then it can drift to the levels of 29050
and then 28840.
Resistance for the index lies in the zone of 29550 to 29600 levels. If the index
closes above these levels then the index can move to the levels of 29725 to
29810.
Broad range for the week is seen from 28840 on downside to 29810 on
upside.
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Technical Movement
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Technical Movement:

CRUDE OIL:-

Trend is highly bullish, crude oil broke monthly major resistance 3805 & also
closed above this breakout (closed 3808), while downside it’s took support
200 day ema & previous breakout. If next week sustains above this level then
it will touch 3990.
For next week support for the index lies in the zone of 3765-3715. If the index
manages to break this support, then we can see the index drifting lower. If the
index breaks below these levels then it can drift to the levels of 3665 and then
3610.
Resistance for the index lies in the zone of 3843 to 3990 levels. If the index
closes above these levels then the index can move to the levels of 4190 to
4315.
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Technical Movement:

ZINC:-

Zinc is highly bullish but sentiments were selling also took support 200 DEMA
and make symmetrical triangle at top. If it will give downside breakout
(sustain below 204.20) then can easily touch 199.20
For next week support for the index lies in the zone of 205.70-204.20 if zinc
manages to break this support, then we can see drifting lower. If zinc breaks
these levels then it can drift to the levels of 203.40 and then 199.20
Resistance for the index lies in the zone of 210.50 to 211.60 levels. If the index
closes above these levels then the index can move to the levels of 213 to
214.50
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